To the Presidents of the EBL NBOs

Wednesday 8th October 2014

EBL REGIONAL TOURNAMENT DIRECTORS WORKSHOP
ALICANTE, SPAIN

Dear President,

Starting 2011, the EBL Executive Committee decided to develop its Tournament Directors Training Programme by starting a series of EBL Regional TDs Workshops. These TD courses with short examinations are being held to improve the functioning of local TDs and also for those TDs who wish to achieve the level of EBL TD in the regular EBL courses.

After Zagreb, Orebro and Wroclaw, the next course will be held in Alicante (Spain) from 29th January to 1st February 2015, as detailed below:

- Hotel IBIS, Avenida Elche 114, Alicante
- Transportation Flight to Alicante (ALC) airport
  6 Km trip from airport to hotel around €10
- Participation fee €200 per person including 3 nights hotel accommodation (sharing in double room), full board, TD course and all programmes (Limited number of single rooms available for €250 per person.)
- Application EBL secretariat – by the NBO (see application form attached)

The target of this training unit is to increase the knowledge of the national/international TDs, synchronize the style and methodology of the work of TDs in the EBL and to support the local TD training in the NBOs. Special care will be taken to improve the TD’s work in the small federations.

- The language of the workshop is English
- Managing Director of the EBL TDs school: Maurizio Di Sacco
- Teachers and examiners: members of the EBL TDs Committee
The participants with the best results of EBL Regional TDs Workshops and examinations will be invited to the regular courses for EBL TDs, which are held every two or three years.

Sincerely yours,

Eitan Levy
EBL TDs Committee Chairman

Yves Aubry
EBL President

Attached: - Application form